
Catherine House [electronic
resource] : a novel
Thomas, Elisabeth.

Catherine House is an American college
with a difference. Only the most brilliant
minds enter, and its graduates earn
prestige, wealth and honour. But over the
three years they attend the school, they
remain within its black gates; they have no

contact with their loved ones; no association with the...

The glass castle
Jeannette Walls.

Journalist Jeanette Walls grew up with
parents whose ideals and stubborn
nonconformity were their curse and their
salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their
four children lived like nomads, moving
among Southwest desert towns, camping
in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic,

brilliant man who, when sobe...

Less : a novel
Greer, Andrew Sean, author.

Arthur Less begins an around-the-world-in-eighty-days
fantasia in effort to avoid his ex-
boyfriend's wedding. What could possibly
go wrong? Arthur will almost fall in love in
Paris, almost fall to his death in Berlin,
barely escape to a Moroccan ski chalet
from a Sahara sandstorm, accidentally

book...

Lincoln in the bardo
George Saunders.

February 1862. The Civil War is less than one year old.
President Lincoln's son Willie dies and is
laid to rest in a Georgetown cemetery.
Newspapers report that a grief-stricken
Lincoln returned to the crypt several times
alone to hold his boy’s body. From that
seed of historical truth, George Saund...

The starless sea
Morgenstern, Erin, author.

Zachary Ezra Rawlins is a graduate
student in Vermont when he discovers a
rare book hidden in the stacks. As he turns
the pages, entranced by tales of lovelorn
prisoners, key collectors, and nameless
acolytes, he reads something strange: a
story from his own childhood. Bewildered

by this inexplicabl...

Such a fun age : a novel
Reid, Kiley, author.

In the midst of a family crisis one late
evening, white blogger Alix Chamberlain
calls her African American babysitter,
Emira, asking her to take toddler Briar to
the local market for distraction. There, the
security guard accuses Emira of
kidnapping Briar, and Alix's efforts to right

the situation...
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